SCIENCE
Lessons will be a combination of practical and theoretical science.
The children will collect and present scientific evidence. They will
be encouraged to independently plan and write up experiments.

Electricity

Habitats

HISTORY
The Vikings - Invasion & settlement

GEOGRAPHY
Llandudno and Leatherhead - a comparison study of two contrasting
UK localities

RS
The Life of Jesus - examining key events and facts from the time
of Jesus.

FRENCH
Holidays
House and home
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INTRODUCTION
This booklet contains information about all of the key academic
subjects taught in Year 4 and will be updated termly. This booklet is
designed to inform you about the topics your children will be
studying this term.

MATHEMATICS
The children will be working towards using and applying
mathematical knowledge in problem-solving questions.

Properties of number

Measures – capacity and weight

Word problems

Shape – 2D and 3D

Fractions, decimals and percentages

Time

Symmetry
There are weekly multiplication tests and mental arithmetic tests.
The multiplication test is read aloud by their teacher. The mental
arithmetic test will be a combination of aural and written.

ENGLISH
Reading
In comprehension work, the children will study a range of fiction,
non-fiction and poetry. In comprehension, the children will be
expected to tackle retrieval, evaluative and inference questions.
The children will be expected to read independently as part of their
homework each night. Each class will have a set text which they
study for the term.

Writing
Playscripts
Story writing - developing plots
Non-chronological reports
Explanations
Persuasive writing
Advertisements

Grammar & Punctuation
Connectives
Punctuation
Paragraphing
Prefixes and suffixes
Apostrophes - possession
Alliteration

Spelling
The children will be given a new spelling rule each week,
which they will learn to apply for a weekly dictation.

Handwriting
Cursive style – There is an expectation that the children
will write in handwriting pen with
a consistently joined and fluent
script

